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Abstract— Switching voltage and time statistics of HfO2-based 
one transistor-one resistor (1T1R) structures are investigated 
with the aim of clarifying the underlying physical mechanism 
that governs the formation and rupture of filamentary paths in 
the insulating layer. From the oxide reliability viewpoint, 
constant and ramped voltage stress experiments provide strong 
support to the so called E-model, which is shown to be in line 
with current theories relating the reversibility of the conduction 
states in ReRAM devices to ionic drift and ultimately to 
Kramers’ escape rate theory. It is shown how the switching 
statistics can be used to estimate the width and formation energy 
of the insulating gap along the filament as well as its temperature. 
 
Index Terms—ReRAM, resistive switching, oxide breakdown. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ESISTIVE random access memory (ReRAM) is among the 
most promising candidates to replace conventional 
nonvolatile memories for embedded applications [1], [2] 
owing to its high speed, high endurance, low power 
consumption, high scalability, and 3D integration feasibility 
[3]. The devices investigated in this work are 1T1R HfO2-
based structures that comply with the above requirements [4]–
[6] and that have been thoroughly tested for intercell 
variability [7], forming conditions [8] and characterized using 
high speed dynamical techniques [6], [9]. The operational 
principle of ReRAMs relies on the repetitive formation (low 
resistance state, LRS) and rupture (high resistance state, HRS) 
of a conductive pathway spanning the oxide film. This 
pathway is formed by the local accumulation of oxygen 
vacancies and destroyed by a recombination process with 
oxygen ions. The transition from one state to the other is 
associated with the appearance and dissolution of a gap region 
in the formed filament whose width (tGAP) is independent of 
the oxide layer thickness (tOX) (see Fig. 1(a)). Within these 
processes, the oxide electric field plays a fundamental role as 
the driving force for the displacement of atomic species [10]. 
The stochastic nature of the atom rearrangements is reflected 
in the set/reset voltages and switching times of the devices. In 
this Letter, different acceleration models for the generation 
and rupture of the filamentary pathways are explored with the 
aim of clarifying their activation mechanism as well as the 
connection with oxide breakdown theories. The acceleration 
laws considered are: the V power-law, E-model, E1/2-model 
and 1/E-model, where E is the oxide electric field [11]. Instead 
of E, the applied voltage V is the variable used here for the 
analysis because of the initial uncertainty in tGAP. The obtained 
results indicate that the E-model, often associated with the 
thermochemical model for dielectric breakdown [12], is 
closely connected with the formation and rupture of the atomic 
bridge that switchs the oxide conduction state. It is shown that 
the proposed approach provides an estimation of tGAP, the 
activation energy EA, and the temperature of the filament, 
crucial parameters for many memristive models [13], [14]. 
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the conductive path with tGAP the gap 
width and tOX the oxide thickness. (b) The grey lines are 50 quasi-static I-V 
characteristics (RR = 50Vs-1). The heavy solid line is the median curve. 
II. DEVICES AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Experimental data were obtained from ReRAM cells 
fabricated at LETI (CEA). The MIM structure consists in a 10 
nm-thick atomic layer-deposited HfO2 film sandwiched 
between Ti and TiN electrodes. The cell is connected in series 
with an n-type MOSFET (W/L=5 µm/0.35 µm), embedding a 
1T1R structure. The transistor controls the maximum current 
that can flow through the memory cell which in turn 
determines the resistance window of the device [15]. Quasi-
static I-V-t measurements were performed using a Keithley 
4200-SCS equipped with a 4225-RPM pulse generator unit. 
As shown in Fig. 1(b), the forming event takes place at 3.8 V 
and the devices exhibit bipolar I-V characteristics. Notice that 
the median set and reset voltages are almost symmetric 
(0.5V@50V/s). This indicates voltage controlled processes 
for HfO2 in agreement with the results reported in [16]. Higher 
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2 
ramp rates (RR) yield higher set/reset voltages. Further details 
about the devices and experimental setup can be found in [17]. 
III. SWITCHING STATISTICS  
 Devices in HRS were constant voltage stressed (CVS) with 
voltages in the range 0.30-0.65 V. As shown in Fig. 2(a), 
Weibull plots for the set switching time (tS) exhibit average 
shape factor β=1.178, which corresponds to a HfO2 film with 
thickness tOX2 nm [18]. Therefore a partially formed filament 
with an insulating region of about tGAP2 nm can be assumed. 
The number of data points for 0.30 V and 0.35 V in Fig. 2(a) 
is low because of type I censoring effects (tS longer than the 
time-of-test-termination). This uncertainty was taken into 
account using parametric survival analysis considering 
uniform acceleration (voltage-independent β) [19]. These 
latest statistics complement previously published data on the 
same devices [17]. Following McPherson’s analysis for the 
breakdown of thin oxides [11], Fig. 2(b) shows 
γV=-dln(tS63)/dVCVS as a function of VCVS for the acceleration 
models mentioned in Section I. Available data (symbols) 
confirm that the best fitting result corresponds to the E-model: 
 
63 0 exp( )S V CVSt t V= −                            (1) 
 
which agrees with previous reports for RS devices [17]. A 
voltage acceleration parameter V=47.59 V-1 is found. 
t0=3.49˖107 s is a constant. Importantly, (1) is an empirical 
relationship that masks the temperature dependence. The non-
Arrhenius behavior of V has been extensively reviewed in 
[11] and [20]. 
 
Fig. 2. (a) tS distributions for CVS experiments. Symbols are experimental 
data. Solid and dashed lines are fitting results. F is the cumulative probability. 
(b) γV as a function of VCVS for different acceleration models.  
 
Additionally, ramped voltage stress (RVS) experiments reveal 
that both the 63% set (VS63) and reset (VR63) voltages linearly 
increase with ln(RR) (see Fig. 3(a)). This indicates not only 
that a faster damaging process requires a higher field to meet 
the switching condition but also that the triggering 
mechanisms exhibit similar behaviour regardless of the bias 
sign (identical acceleration factor ΓS,R44.2 V-1) [16]. Data 
obtained from CVS and RVS experiments can be jointly 
assessed by means of the acceleration factor integral (AFI) 
method [17]. The method allows representing CVS data 
(tS,VCVS) in terms of its equivalent RVS data (VS,RR). In 
particular, for the E-model, the AFI method reads [17]: 
 
( )
0 0
exp
S St t
S f S CVSt A dt RR t V dt= =   −              (2)  
 
where Af is the acceleration law. Since VS=RR·tS, (2) yields: 
( )63 0
l
[ln( ) ln ]S S
S
V RR t=

+                          (3) 
 
which is consistent with the experimental data shown in Fig. 
3(a). Figure 3(b) shows ΓS={dVS63/d[ln(RR)]}-1 for the 
different acceleration models under consideration. Again, the 
E-model exhibits the best agreement with the experimental 
data (symbols). 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. (a) VS63 and VR63 as a function of ln(RR). (b) ΓS as a function of RR for 
the different acceleration models under consideration.  
IV.  IONIC TRANSPORT 
The reason behind the logarithmic and exponential 
dependences for the switching voltage and time statistics can 
be found in the migration of oxygen ions within the oxide 
layer through field-assisted and thermally-activated hopping 
[21], [22]. The ion current (iion) can be calculated from the 
generation probability of oxygen vacancies [23]. The charge 
required to reach the set condition, QS, is approximately given 
by: 
 
0
0 0
exp
B
S St t
S ion
ze
Q i i V
k T
dt dt

= 
 
 
 
               (4) 
 
where i0 is a constant, 0α1 the symmetry factor, z the 
number of exchanged electrons, e the electron charge, and kBT 
the thermal voltage. From (4), tS under CVS reads: 
 
0
exp
B
S
S CVS
Q ze
V
k T
t
i
 
= − 
 
                     (5) 
 
which is formally equivalent to (1) for a fixed temperature. 
Assuming z=2 and T=300 K, α=0.61 is obtained. Similarly, for 
RVS, dt=dV/RR so that (4) yields: 
 
0
ln( ) ln
B BS
S
Qk T k T
V RR
ze i ze 
= +
  
  
  
                   (6)          
 
which closely resembles (3). In this case, for z=2 and T=300 
K, α=0.57 is obtained. In both cases, α0.5 indicates a slightly 
asymmetrical diffusion barrier for the ions. (5) and (6) express 
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3 
that a fixed ionic charge QS needs to be displaced for 
triggering the switching condition. Since both (1) and (5), and 
(3) and (6), share the same dependence with VCVS and RR, 
respectively, it is worth discussing the physical connection 
between the E-model and the ion transport mechanism.  
V.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
According to McPherson-Berman’s theory [24], for a 
variety of oxides, the product 
 
/E BD A BE E k T =                                (7) 
 
is a constant independent of the material permittivity . γE is 
the field acceleration parameter and EBD the breakdown field. 
EA is the energy required for ion displacement from its normal 
local bonding environment in the absence of applied field. 
Experimentally, it is found [24], [25]:   
 
      0.661.58E =      [cm/MV]                     (8) 
                        0.6529.9BDE 
−=    [MV/cm]                    (9) 
  
 
Fig. 4. (a) Free energy description associated with the material breakdown. (b) 
Schematic representation of random ionic jump over a potential barrier. (c) 
Filament temperature as a function of the applied voltage. T0=295 K, 
RTH/R=567 K/V
2 (d) Schematic relationships between the model equations.  
 
Since ≈22-25 for HfO2 [26], γE=12.15-13.22 cm/MV and 
EBD=3.7-4.0 MV/cm are found from (8) and (9), respectively. 
This latest field range agrees with the electroforming field 
EBD=3.8 MV/cm obtained from Fig. 1(b). Now, using (1) and 
(8) and assuming that the applied voltage mainly drops across 
the gap region, tGAP≈γE/V=2.55-2.77 nm is obtained, which is 
consistent with the gap width extracted from the Weibull slope 
(Fig. 2(a)). Moreover, since β≈tGAP/a0 [24], a percolation cell-
size a0=2.17 nm is found. In addition, from (7), EA(300 
K)=1.25 eV is obtained, which coincides with the activation 
barrier height reported in [27]. From the oxide reliability 
viewpoint, the dissolution of the insulating gap can be 
regarded as a transition in the reaction space from a metastable 
state towards a degraded state characterized by a lower free 
energy (see Fig. 4(a)). This lower energy level arises from a 
molecular dipole-field interaction [24]. In the case of resistive 
switching materials this process can be reversed by the 
application of an opposite field. On the other hand, from the 
ion migration viewpoint, the formation/destruction of the 
conducting atomic bridge is the consequence of a thermal-
assisted hopping mechanism with barrier lowering in the real 
space (see Fig. 4(b)). The link between both visions is 
ultimately Kramers’ escape rate theory [25], [28] which relates 
the transitions to the probability of a particle, real or fictitious, 
jumping from one potential well to another by passing over a 
barrier. From Kramers’ theory [29]: 
 
 0
1
exp ( )S A Bt k k E e V k T
−
= − −               (10) 
 
where k is the reaction rate and k0~7˖1013 Hz is the Hf-O bond 
vibration frequency [30]. (10) arises from a diffusive 
dynamics with vertical thermalization (inside the well) much 
more rapid than the horizontal outflow [31]. Matching the 
empirical law (1) with the theoretical expression (10) provides 
an alternative method to estimate the filament temperature as a 
function of the applied voltage. This is the temperature 
required to switch the device on (HRS→LRS) in 63% of the 
CVS experiments. The obtained range, 300 K-600 K (see Fig. 
4(c)), is consistent with classical thermal simulations [32]. 
In summary, our results seem to indicate that Kramers’ 
theory provides a consistent framework for analyzing constant 
and ramped voltage stress experiments in the context of 
ReRAM devices. For the sake of clarity, the link among the 
corresponding models and equations are depicted in Fig. 4(d). 
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